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Abstract
In recent years, several cryptographic scholars have proposed quantum blind
signature schemes. However, their methods require the signatories and the
inspectors to share common keys in advance, which makes them not only
complicated in concept, but also suffering deniable problem. Moreover, due to the
fact that not everyone can verify the blind signature, it needs to have a designated
verifier. In view of Laurent, et al.’s argument that other than the assumption of the
pre-image being collision-free, the one-way hash function is an attractive
cryptographic component in the post-quantum era when designing a cryptosystem.
Inspired by this, we propose a publicly verifiable quantum blind signature scheme
based on the hash function. After security analyses, we confirm that our quantum
blind signature not only is secure, but also have the needed properties. It includes
anonymity, unforgeability, non-repudiation, blindness, public verifiability, and
traceability. Hence, we conclude that this approach is better than the state-of-the-art,
and is therefore more suitable for applications in real life, such as, mobile payments,
quantum voting, or quantum government.
Keywords: Undeniable quantum signature scheme, Impersonation attack, Quantum
asymmetric cryptography, Trapdoor one-way function, Single-qubit
rotations encryption, Publicly verifiable signature

1. Introduction
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Many cryptography scientists do research in the field of secure digital signatures,
ranging from general signature schemes [1-7], proxy signature schemes [8-35] to
their variants, for example, signature with designated verifiers, the identifiable
identity authentication [36-51], and k-out-of-n oblivious transport protocol [52-80].
All of these methods are mainly for the signer to sign a message, and the signature
can be verified by a public verifier or a specifically designated verifier.
In recent years, the vigorous developments of science and technology (especially in
the advancement of physical materials and secure communication networks, and in
the application of physics, quantum mechanics), have raised the development of
quantum cryptography rapidly [81-94]. Between 2009 and 2018, several scholars
[95-100] have proposed quantum blind signature schemes. All claims that their
scheme can resist quantum attacks. However, each pair of the members must share a
secret key in advance, and hence need to specify a designated verifier. The key
shared actions make their scheme become complex in concept and somewhat
inflexible, because they do not obey to the logic inferring habits of human beings.
Therefore, in this study, based on the usage of public key system, we propose a
quantum blind signature protocol that can be publicly verified (not limited to specific
verifiers as in the state-of-the-art). Our method not only is conceptually clear, but
also conform to human thinking logic.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we first describe the feature
requirements of a quantum blind signature, then delineate the design components
and the system model of our scheme. In Section 3, we present our quantum blind
signature. Section 4 performs the security analyses. After that, we discuss our
solutions and compare it with the other schemes nowadays in section 5. Finally, a
conclusion is given in section 6.

2. Feature Requirements of a Quantum Blind Signature, and Our
Design Component and System Model.
2. 1 The properties of a blind signature scheme
As described by Wang [100], a blind signature scheme must have the following
characteristics:
(a) Unforgeability: No one else can generate a valid blind signature for a message,
except for the legal one.
(b) Non-repudiation: The signer cannot deny the signature he signed.
(c) Verifiability: Anyone can verify the blind signature.
(d) Traceability: Once a dispute has occurred, the signatory can be traced with the
help of a trusted third party to identify the original message owner.
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(e) Blindness: The signer cannot know the content of the signed message.
2. 2 Our design components
Based on the arguments of Laurent, et al. [101], one-way hash function is a very
fascinating cryptographic primitive in the post-quantum era, except for the
assumption that the pre-image is collision-free. Therefore, we mainly design our
scheme by using the one-way hash function.
2. 3 The system model
(1) The roles
There are four roles in this proposal: (a) The message M’s owner A, (b) The blind
signature signer B, (c) a non-designated verifier C, and (d) a trusted third party FC to
identify the message owner once a dispute occurs.
(2) Overview
In the design, we first blind the intended signed message M by adding a random
number, which becomes MA. MA is then transmitted to signer B to blindly sign on it,
obtaining｜BSig〉B .｜BSig〉B is passed back to A for her unblinding, obtaining |uBS〉
B. After that, anyone can verify |uBS〉B to see whether or not |uBS〉B is B’s legal
signature on message M. Once a dispute occurs, the fair third party FC can assist to
trace the owner of the original message, IDA. Prior to this, B should send A’s blind
message MA, A's identity IDA, and some of the intermediate process parameters to
the FC storage, so that when a dispute happens, M's owner IDA can be traced.
(3) Theoretical basis
This design uses a simple mathematical equation w=(Sjθn)B．q+r, where w is the
angle at which the quantum state of the signature is rotated from the｜o〉z state, and
(Sjθn)B is B’s private key to which his public key quantum state |𝜑pk〉B is mapped, q is
the quotient, and r the remainder. In the equation, (Sjθn)B is only known to B, q and r
are thus unknown to the others. Then, r is embedded into Y and W, which both are
the intended signed message M's relative parameters. After that, these two are
returned to the message owner for unblinding. Once completed, they are passed to
any non-specific verifier C for the signature verification. Below, we will analyze the
probability of guessing r without the knowledge of (Sjθn)B, q, and w. That is, the
equation r=w-(Sjθn)B．q has three unknown variables. Finding r is equivalent to solve
the equation with these three unknown variables. Therefore, the maximal possibility
of obtaining value r is by directly guessing. Assuming that all parameters are of a
fixed length, n bits. Its probability is thus
3

. For the same reason, the maximum

probability of guessing w is 2
probability can be ignored.

as well. Hence, as long as n is large enough, the

3. The Quantum Blind Signature Scheme
Because our scheme needs not assign a specific verifier, anyone (but only one can
verify it, because the quantum state cannot be copied due to the physical property of
non-cloning theorem, except that each member prepares his public key quantum
state many times [102, 103]) can verify the signature. Naturally, in this paper, we
assume that each signer prepares one quantum public key for each signature
generation.
In the previously proposed quantum blind signature schemes, the signer and the
verifier should share a common secret key in advance, which we think is not a good
idea. Because this will result in adding the complexity in maintaining the
non-repudiation of the designed system. Moreover, they all need to specify a specific
verifier. This may seem too rigid and not general enough in practical applications.
Based on the above two observations, this study designs a quantum blind signature
scheme that not only need not require the designation of a specific verifier, but also
have the non-repudiation property. We roughly describe it as follows. The detail will
be shown in section 3. 1 through 3. 4.
Alice (A) passes a message to Bob (B) for Bob’s signing on it blindly, so A must first
blind his message and then send it to B. Once B has completed blind signing, the
blind signature will be returned to A for her unblinding. Finally, A passes the unblind
message to C (anyone) for verification. In the proposed scheme, we use the same key
generation phase as in Kaushik et al.s’ quantum signature [81]. That is, we assume
each user has its own public/private key pair (|𝜑pk〉/ Sjθn). We present our proposal
using the following four stages. The steps are also shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Fig. 3 is
a schematic view of the rotation angles in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.
3. 1. Initial stage
A performs the following steps:
1. Randomly picks a random number r1,
2. Calculates MA=r1+H(m) , shA=H(MA, (Sj)A), SMA=MA+shA.
He passes SMA and shA to B, for B to sign on the blind message MA.
3. 2. The blind signature phase
After receiving the blind messages SMA and shA transmitted by A, B performs the
following steps to do the blind signature phase. For abreviation, we denote reverse
4

rotation operation as rro, rotation operation as ro, DA=(Sjθn)A, and DB=(Sjθn)B. We
also demonstrate it in Figure 1.
(1) Calculates MA=SMA-shA
(2) Randomly picks a random number r2
Calculates H(MA, r2)=q(Sjθn)B+r=W1
X1=(q-2)(MA)Sj, X2=(θn+r(q-2)-1Sj-1)
Q=(H(H(MA, (Sjθn)B), MA, X1, X2)
X1*X2=(q-2)MA(Sjθn)B+rMA
QX1X2=QMA ((q-2)(Sjθn)B+r) =r1Q ((q-2)(Sjθn)B+r)+H(m)Q
((q-2)(Sjθn)B+r)
W=(QW1+2Qr)MA+(Sjθn)B=Q(q(Sjθn)B+3r)MA+(Sjθn)B=r1(Qq(Sjθn)B+3
Qr)+H(m)(Qq(Sjθn)B+3Qr)+(Sjθn)B
YB=W-QX1X2-(Sjθn)B=r1Q(2(Sjθn)B+2r)+H(m)Q(2(Sjθn)B+2r)
K=Q*(2(Sjθn)B+2r)
where H represents a one-way hash function.
(3) Performs a rotation operation R（j）（Wj） on |𝜑pk〉A, where j = 1 to N, obtaining｜
Z〉B.
(4) Compute P1=H(H(MA, (Sjθn)B), MA, YB, K, θ)
(5) If H(YB)<YB
Computes θ1=YB-H(YB), θ=-θ1, Qθ=-QX1X2+θ
Else Computes θ2=H(YB)-YB, θ=θ2, Qθ=-QX1X2+θ
(6) Performs ro R(j)(P1+Qθ) on ｜Z B〉, obtaining ｜BSig〉B
(7) Transfers｛MA, SMA, YB, H(MA, (Sjθn)B), P1, K,θ｜BSig〉B｝to A for unblinding.
Moreover, B also transmits {IDA, MA, YB} to the FC storage for preserving the
traceability.
3. 3 Unblinding phase
After receiving the message { MA, SMA, YB, H(MA, (Sjθn)B), P1, K, θ,｜BSig〉B }
transmitted from B, A performs the following unblinding steps.
(1) Calculates M′A=SMA-H(MA, (Sj)A) and compare to see if M′A=?MA.
If yes, continue with the following steps; otherwise, rejects.
(2) Computes P′1 =H(H(MA, (Sjθn)B), MA, YB, K, θ), if it equals to P1, continues.
(3) Performs ro R(j)(H(YB)j+P1j+(Sjθn)Aj) on |𝜑pk〉B, obtaining |Z′〉.
(4) Measures both states |BSig〉B and |Z′〉, compares the outcomes to see if they are
equal. If they are, A accepts and continues.
(5) Randomly selects rk Computes YA2= (K-r1) +2(Sjθn)A,YA3=H(m)(r1)-2H(m)(Sjθn)A
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+(Sjθn)A+rk.
(6) Computes YA4=H(m)YA2+YA3=H(m)(K-r1)+2(Sjθn)A)+H(m)r1-2H(m)
(Sjθn)A+(Sjθn)A+rk=H(m)K+ rk+(Sjθn)A,
(7) Computes P2=H(H(m),YA2, YA3, YA4)
(8) Perform rro,R(j)(P1+θ+r1K) then r.o R(j) (P2+rk) on｜BSig〉B, obtaining｜uBS〉
Bwith degree YA1=(Sjθn)A +(Sjθn)B+YB-r1K+P2+rk=(Sjθn)A +(Sjθn)B+H(M)∙K+P2
+rk
(9) Transmits｛H(m) , YA2, YA3, ｜uBS〉B, P2｝to C
(10) A transmits｛YB, H(m), ｜uBS〉B｝to FC for preserving the traceability.
3. 4 Signature verification stage after unblinding
After receiving the unblinded signature message {H(m) ,YA2, YA3, ｜uBS〉B, P2} from A,
C performs the following steps to verify the unblind signature |uBS〉B .
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Computes YA4= H(m)∙YA2+YA3=H(m)K+ rk+(Sjθn)A,
Computes P2= H(H(m),YA2, YA3, YA4)
Performs ro R（j）（YA4+P2）on |pk〉B, obtaining ｜Z′〉B
Compares |uBS〉B with ｜Z′〉B, if they are equal, accepts.

Figure 1. Quantum blind signature (blind signature phase)
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Figure 2. Quantum blind signature (unblining and verification phase)

Figure 3 through 5 show the semantic diagrams of the rotation angles in the proposed
protocol.

Figure3. Semantic diagram of rotation angles in Blind signing phase

4. Security Analysis
In this section, based on the needed characteristics of a blind signature mentioned in
Section 2, we analyze them to see the reason why our proposed can satisfy these
properties as follows.
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Figure 4. Semantic diagram of rotation angles in unblind phase.

Figure 5. Semantic diagram of rotation angles in verification phase

4. 1 Unforgeability
Our scheme is unforgeable. We explore this property by considering the following
three cases.
(1) When E wants to pretend A to send B MA′
For this purpose, E will send B SMA′and shA′, where SMA′= MA′+shA′. But when B
returns SMA', MA' to A, according to the description in Section 3.3, A will find his MA
does not equal to (SMA′-H(MA′, (Sj)A). This is because E does not know A's secret (Sj)A.
According to the characteristics of the hash function, E cannot find MA' and Sj' in
feasible time, so that SMA′- MA′=shA′=shA=H(MA′, Sj′). Therefore, E's attack cannot
succeed.
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(2) After signature phase, if E intercepts the message from B to A,｛｜BSig〉B｝, MA,
SMA, H((MA), (Sjθn)B), YB, P1, θ, K｝, E cannot succeed in altering any parameters.
We explain this as follows.
From the above mentioned in (1), we know that E cannot alter SMA, ShA since he
doesn’t know (Sj)A. In addition, E cannot modify any one of the parameters,H(MA,
(Sjθn)B), YB, P1, θ, K neither, because P1 = H(H(MA) , (Sjθn)B), MA, YB, K, θ) is
embedded in ｜BSig〉B. Without loss of generality, we take modifying YB to YB′
as an example. E computes P1′=H(H(H(MA), (Sjθn)B, MA, YB′, K, θ). Although, E can
change YB to YB′ and send｛｜BSig〉B′, MA, SMA, H(MA), (Sjθn)B), YB′, P1′, θ, K｝to A.
However, without the knowledge of A′s secret DA, E cannot correctly generate ｜
BSig〉B′ such that when performing ro R(j)(H(YB′)j+P1j′+DA) on |𝜑pk〉B, the state
measurement outcome will equal to｜BSig〉B′, as performed by A in Section 3.3,
due to E doesn’t have the knowledge of W to construct｜Z〉B, and QX1X2 to yield
correct Qθ in generating ｜BSig〉B′ in steps (3) through (6) of Section 3.2 to be
equally compared in step (4) of Section 3.3. Even when E lauches a linear attack,
which we define as E modifies YB to YB′ to satisfy H(YB′)=H(YB)+k. And makes a ro
R(j)(k) on｜BSig〉B. However, when E does this, he will be detected, because E
cannot find Y′B s such that H(YB′)=H(YB)+k due to the property of cryptographic
one way hash function.
(3) After the unblinding phase, it is assumed that attacker E intercepts the message
｛H(m),｜uBS〉B, YA2, YA3, P2｝which Alice sends to Charlie for verifying the
unblind signature｜uBS〉B, and changes some of the parameters of its own.
Still, attacker E cannot succeed, neither. We use the following two cases to
explain the unforgeable reasons.
(a) E only conservatively chooses another message H(m') to replace the original
H(m), hoping that this can successfully forge the signature of B on H(m').
In this case, E only changes H(m) to H(m'), keeps the other parameters
unchanged. This will lead P2 to change as well, because YA4′=H(m′)YA2+YA3 and
P2′=H(H(m′), YA2, YA3, YA4′ ). E transmits｛H( m′）,｜uBS〉B, YA2, YA3, P2′｝to verifier
Charlie. Assume that E computes YA4′=H(m′)YA2+YA3 accordingly. However, the
state｜Z′〉B he obtains will not equal to｜uBS〉B after C has done step (4) in
Section 3.4. From this, we can easily see that E cannot pass Charlie's verification.
Therefore, E's attack fails.
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(b) E tries his best to achieve his goal, regardless of whether or not the parameters
change scale is large.
E tries his best to replace all the parameters in the intercepted message with his
own,｛H（m′）,|uBS〉B′, YA2′, YA3′, P2′｝and computes YA4′=H(m′)YA2′+YA3′(≠
H(m′)．K+rk+DA), P2′=(H(M′),YA2′,YA3′,YA4′)｝, and passes them, to C for
verification. However, we can easily see that after C has done step (4) in section
3.4, C will find the equation does not hold. Because YA2 and YA3 are set by A to
deduce YA4 which equals H(m)．K+ rk +(Sjθn)A. E has not the knowledge of A′s
secret (Sjθn)A, K, and rk to correctly construct Y′A4 which is computed by H(m′)．
YA2′+ YA3′. Therefore, E cannot accurately execute step (3). Hence, step(4) will fail.
From the above security analyses, we have proved that the proposed scheme can
resist forgery attacks.
4. 2 The signer cannot deny the message he signed
B can't deny that｜uBS〉B is the signature he signed, because the state｜z′〉B in step
(3) of Section 3.4 is finally measured and compared with the resultant measurement
outcome of state｜uBS〉B.
4. 3 Anyone can verify the validity of the blind signature
Anyone, who we named Charles in this proposal, only needs to perform the steps
shown in Section 3. 4 to see whether or not｜uBS〉B is B's valid signature on H(m),
without the necessity to pre-share any information between any parties. So, our
scheme possesses this property.
4. 4 Traceability
Once there is a dispute, signer B simply needs to present YB to FC, FC can then search
YB in the database to find the message H(m) owner, IDA.
4. 5 blindness
Because of the random number r1 added by A, signer B could not know what the
original message is from MA and all the parameters transmitted through the open
network. Thus, our scheme satisfies this property.
5. Discussions and Comparisons
In this section, we discuss our proposed scheme in the aspect of applications. Then,
compare it with the state-of-the-art to show the reason why our scheme outperforms the
others.
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5. 1 Discussions
This research uses asymmetric quantum public key system to design a quantum blind
signature. Through the security analyses, we conclude that our scheme satisfies the
security requirements of such a protocol. They are unforgeability, non-repudiation,
verifiability, traceability, and blindness which stresses that the signer cannot know
what the original of the signed message is. Therefore, our solution can be applied to
the real life worldwide in several applications which need the behavior of a blind
signature, such as quantum money, quantum government, and quantum voting, etc.
5. 2 Comparisons
Compared with the other quantum blind signature schemes proposed, only our
method is purely designed with asymmetric quantum public key, which makes our
method satisfy all the properties of a quantum blind signature as mentioned in
Section 4. In addition, the concept of our proposal is simple and obeys the way of
human beings thinking logic. In summary, our method is easy to understand and
meets the five characteristics of such a signature scheme. Below, we use Table 1 to
list the comparison results among our scheme and the state-of-the-art.
Table 1: Comparison with other blind signature schemes
Meet the five needed properties

Methods

Asymmetric

Ours





〔95〕





〔96〕





〔97〕





〔98〕





〔99〕





of a quantum blind signature

From Table 1, we know that our approach is superior to the other similar solutions
today.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a publicly verifiable quantum blind signature scheme.
After security analysis, we confirmed that our solution not only resist forgery attacks,
but also possess the properties of unforgeability, non-repudiation, verifiability,
traceability, and blindness. Compared with the other blind signature proposed, our
solution needs not to specify a specific verifier. Anyone can verify where the blind
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signature from. Therefore, it is more suitable for the applications in real life than the
state-of-the-art.
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